
Baalauréat, toutes séries Session de juin 2007Épreuve de setion européenneThe eight queens puzzleThe eight queens puzzle is the problem of putting eight hess queens on an 8 × 8hessboard suh that none of them is able to apture any other using the standard hessqueen's moves. The olor of the queens is meaningless in this puzzle, and any queen isassumed to be able to attak any other. Thus, a solution requires that no two queensshare the same row, olumn, or diagonal. The eight queens puzzle is an example of themore general n queens puzzle of plaing n queens on an n× n hessboard.There is a simple algorithm yielding a solution to the n queens puzzle for n = 1 or any
n > 4 :1. Divide n by 12. Remember the remainder (it's 8 for the eight queens puzzle).2. Write a list of the even numbers from 2 to n in order.3. If the remainder is 3 or 9, move 2 to the end of the list.4. Write the odd numbers from 1 to n in order, but, if the remainder is 8, swith pairs(i.e. 3, 1, 7, 5, 11, 9, . . .).5. If the remainder is 2, swith the plaes of 1 and 3, then move 5 to the end of thelist.6. If the remainder is 3 or 9, move 1 and 3 to the end of the list.7. Plae the �rst-olumn queen in the row with the �rst number in the list, plae theseond-olumn queen in the row with the seond number in the list, et.For n = 8 this results in the solution shown below.
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Questions1. Chek that the solution given for the eight queens puzzle is orret.2. Use the algorithm to give a solution for n = 5.3. Solve the puzzle for n = 1 and n = 3.4. Find a di�erent solution for n = 8.
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